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We will continue to provide updates and awareness of legal issues through this newsletter. In this
month's issue we will discuss amending a trust and in person court appearances.
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Trust Amendments

Often in estate planning, clients come
in with a full estate plan and they
need to make minor changes to reflect
family updates. They are worried that
they will be on the hook for the price
of a new estate plan. Often times,
when only minor changes need to be
made, I recommend an amendment to
the trust. 
A trust amendment is a formal
document that specifies which portion
of the trust should be revoked or
removed, and then lays out new
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language which includes the
requested change. (Read more)

Moving Back to In Person Court

Now that COVID restrictions have lifted a bit, the courthouse has reopened to in person
court appearances. In person court can be daunting for clients. In the event you need to
appear in person for any hearing, your Attorney at Gehris and Associates will prepare you
for your specific appearance, and what you should expect. However, there are a few
ground rules that everyone should know. 
1.     Dress to Impress, the courtroom is a formal setting, and your attire should match the
formality of the occasion. 
 
2. Mind your manners, again the courtroom is a formal setting. It is helpful to (Read
more)

SPOTLIGHT

Johnny Appleseed Festival

Did you see our Scarecrows in
downtown Crystal Lake for the Johnny
Appleseed Festival?  We had a great
time participating in this community
event.  
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CASA of McHenry County
Light of Hope Breakfast

Our attorneys participated in the Light of Hope
Breakfast to hear about more ways we can
provide HOPE to foster children in our
community.   If you would like information about
CASA of McHenry County you can visit their
website  CASA

Do you follow us on FACEBOOK, TIK TOK, & INSTAGRAM?
Also, subscribe to our Youtube channle for more legal information.
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